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INTRODUCTION

Dear readers, 

thank you for choosing to read this handbook and we hope it will be useful for your future work. The world 
of e-learning has become more and more widespread in business sector, however, it has also the important 
impact in the youth work sector, which is especially seen in the last years. 

The rise of popularity of E-learning was seen when Coursera and similar sites started to appear online, where 
famous colleges and universities from all over the world offered free courses for participants of every age, no 
matter their previous education skills. 

E-learning influenced the way we learn on everyday basis: we do not have to be physically somewhere in order 
to learn; we can learn at any time; we can create our own pace and besides all – it’s more cost-effective and can 
reach significant amount of people. Generally speaking, e-learning can improve access to education, especially 
higher educational institutions which are offering full degrees online. 

Therefore, we wanted to share our experiences in developing e-learning courses for youth workers, leaders, 
business managers and young people. We wanted to inspire you and encourage you to create your own online 
course. 

This handbook consists of several chapters, dealing with both theoretical aspects, as well as practical aspects of 
developing an e-learning course. It is full of useful information, advices from practice and theoretical aspects 
of e-learning. In the beginning, you will find definitions of e-learning and its principles, followed by process of 
development of online courses. Then, the topic of learning management system is described, including online 
learning systems. In the end, this handbook is covering the topics of e-learning within youth work sector.

This handbook “How to develop online courses for youth workers” was developed within the project “Educa-
tion and youth work for social entrepreneurship with and for immigrants and asylum seekers”, funded by the 
Erasmus+ programme. 

We hope this handbook will help you to develop your e-learning course and we wish you good luck!
Authors 
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WHAT IS E-LEARNING?

It is commonly known that we learn all our lives; everywhere we go and whatever we do is some sort of a learn-
ing experience. It happens through three types of learning – formal, non-formal and informal. 

Formal learning usually happens at school, it is compulsory and structured, has a syllabus and is teacher-led. 
Non-formal learning happens at the institutions outside of schools (non-profit organisations, youth centres, 
youth clubs) and is structured, voluntary, guided by trainer or teacher. In the end, informal learning happens 
everywhere around us – it is spontaneous, unstructured and it’s voluntary and learner-led. 

With the start of a global usage of computers and mobile phones, a new type of learning emerged – e-learning. 

The definition of e-learning is wide and most practitioners and scholars can’t find the common ground in 
making one. E-learning can be defined as a course, program or a degree delivered online by electronic devices. 
Perhaps it is called web-based training, or online learning, or computer-based training, but it’s all under the 
same e-learning umbrella.
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Many people would recognize a basic e-learning course as a slide-based online activity that contains simple 
navigation buttons (such as Next and Back) and incorporates quizzes with true-false or multiple-choice ques-
tions.1  However, e-learning can include videos, audio files or it can be delivered as a software simulation, a 
game or a virtual reality program. 
E-learning significantly reduces the costs of education and training. Most expensive costs of a residential 
trainings are travel and accommodation, followed by necessary materials. E-learning eliminates those costs, 
while allowing the users voluntary participation and self-directed learning.  

A well-prepared e-learning course can be highly effective and may aim at developing different types of skills:

•	 cognitive skills, which can involve knowledge and comprehension (e.g. understanding scientific con-
cepts), following instructions (procedural skills), as well as applying methods in new situations to 
solve problems (thinking or mental skills)

•	 interpersonal skills (e.g. skills involved in active listening, presenting, negotiating, etc.); as well as 
•	 psychomotor skills, involving the acquisition of physical perceptions and movements (e.g. making 

sports or driving a car) 2

1    https://community.articulate.com/series/getting-started/articles/what-is-e-learning 
2    Ghirardini Beatrice: “E-learning methodologies: A guide for designing and developing e-learning courses”; 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 2011, Rome, Italy: http://www.fao.org/3/
i2516e/i2516e.pdf
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PRINCIPLES OF E-LEARNING

Many people believe that e-learning is a simple way of learning, which involves text and video shown on the 
screen. However, in order to create the quality content and interact with the learners, several principles should 
be followed. When e-learning materials are created, they should be strategically and thoughtfully designed, as 
this can help in interactivity, better learning outcomes and keeping the learners engaged until the end of the 
course.

In the book Multimedia learning, Richard E. Mayer from University of California has described 12 principles 
of multimedia instructional design, out of which some can be used in developing e-learning courses. Below, 
you can find seven principles that should be followed when thinking about and developing online courses, 
taken from our experience in developing courses for different stakeholders, such as youth workers, young 
people or leaders.

1. Multimedia principle

Deeper learning is observed when words and relevant graphics are both presented, rather than when words 
are presented alone (also called the multimedia effect)3 . Meaning, putting together visual, audio and textual 
elements provides more attention and interactivity with a bigger impact on the user. 

2. Modality principle
 
When presenting a more complex content, make sure to avoid “information overload” by presenting it as a 
simpler graphic or add audio to textual elements to achieve deeper learning

3. Contiguity principle

Put related pieces of information together or connect text and pictures together. This helps users in visualiz-
ing the structure of the content

4. Coherence principle

Avoid using unnecessary content (irrelevant video, graphics, music, stories, narration, etc.) in order to mini-
mize cognitive load imposed on memory during learning by irrelevant and possibly distracting content. Ba-
sically, the less learners know about the lesson content, the easier it is for them to get distracted by anything 
shown that is not directly relevant to the lesson.4

3   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-learning_(theory)
4   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-learning_(theory)
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5. Personalization principle

E-learning should have a personalized, conversational and informal tone, including video, audio and textual 
elements. It is strongly recommended to add a “facilitator” or a moderator, a character in human or any other 
form, which helps the user in navigating through the course. 

6. Segmenting principle

For a bigger impact, content should be divided into smaller chunks, or “bite-sized” lessons. Break long texts 
into small passages or make 5-minute videos. 

7. Redundancy principle

Keep the course simple by applying the rule “less is more”. Don’t include too much media or over-explain the 
content. 
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PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE COURSES

Beside the general principles, there are many characteristics of e-learning. Before the start of development, one 
needs to know whether the e-learning will be: 

1. Asynchronous or synchronous – asynchronous means that the user can learn at his/her own pace and 
access the content whenever he/she wants. Synchronous learning takes place in real time and requires 
users to be present during the course, call or web-training. 

2. A part of blended-learning – blended learning consists of both online learning in any form and face-
to-face training. In this case, online learning part can take place before, during or after face-to-face 
training, which ultimately affects the development of online content.

What type of learning should you use within your e-learning: asynchronous, synchronous or blend-
ed-learning?

Before choosing the type of learning for your online course, you should think about these questions: 

How would your target group react to different ways of learning? Some people enjoy blended learning, where-
as some like to learn in their own pace, without any deadlines as such. Therefore, you need to think what 
are the characteristics of your target group and how would they react to each type of learning. You can, 
beforehand, make a short survey with your potential target group, or make a short focus group where more 
details about the preferred way of learning could be found out. 

Who is your target group and where are they located? For some people, it is easier to access the online learn-
ing if you choose asynchronous learning. If you plan to have learners from the whole world, it would be 
easier to choose asynchronous learning because of time differences and arranging lesson plans. 

Is your content intense and difficult? This question is quite important, as it can help you in choosing the type 
of learning. If you choose content which is quite easy to understand, then asynchronous learning is the way 
to go, as facilitator or trainer is not always available. However, if you have intense and difficult content, then 
you can choose synchronous learning, as the trainer is more involved and can be more available to describe 
different concepts and theories presented.  

How long will your e-learning course be active? By asking yourself this question, you can easily choose what 
type of learning will you use. If you will have a long-term course, lasting for several months - blended 
learning is a way to go, as it will make stronger connections between participants and it will help in their 
motivation to stay in the e-learning until it reaches the end. Blended learning can also be used in situations 
when you see that learners need motivation and people are dropping out of the online course. 
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When talking about different types of learning, every option has its own strengths and weaknesses, depend-
ing on what your overall goal is. Below, you can find more information on advantages and disadvantages of 
each type of learning.5 

Asynchronous learning Synchronous learning Blended learning
•	 flexible for learners: access 

available at any time;
•	 learners can skip content if 

they already know it;
•	 cost of the training is not 

high.

•	 learners can ask questions 
directly to the trainer or 
facilitator; 

•	 facilitator of trainer can see 
if learners are confused by 
something and can react on 
the spot; 

•	 high interactivity.

•	 increased motivation to fin-
ish the e-learning course;

•	 learners can benefit from 
available digital materials;

•	 learners can meet each 
other live and then continue 
working online in groups.

•	 facilitator of trainer is not 
available all the time; the 
time-delay is higher than 
usual;

•	 motivation of learners can 
significantly drop;

•	 majority of people do not 
tend to finish e-learning, 
as they can distribute their 
own time by themselves and 
are not pressured by the 
facilitator or trainer;

•	 it is not so interactive.

•	 facilitator or trainer sets the 
tone of the whole course and 
learners do not have high 
power to influence this; 

•	 the facilitator and learners 
need to meet at the same 
time on the platform – there 
is less flexibility;

•	 requires detailed planning 
skills from facilitators or 
trainers; 

•	 learners need to have a fast 
internet network in order 
to follow what instructor is 
saying.

•	 facilitator or trainer needs 
to put in extra work to real-
ise the blended learning; 

•	 learners can have cognitive 
overload, especially if the 
course is intense; 

•	 credibility of sources is 
debatable – as everything 
is available online, more 
plagiarizing from online 
resources can happen.

Once you know how users will receive the content, it’s time to choose the best model for development:6

5 https://elearningindustry.com/synchronous-learning-advantages-and-disadvantages-in-corporate-train-
ing; https://www.learningsolutionsmag.com/articles/1197/synchronous-or-asynchronous-how-to-pick-your-
training-delivery-method;
6    https://elearningindustry.com/ideal-instructional-design-models-elearning-project-planning
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1. ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation) - this model forces e-learn-
ing project managers to consider every step in the process. Each component of creating an e-learning 
project deserves dedicated attention. By utilizing the ADDIE method, you are planning the e-learning 
project more thoroughly and holistically.

2. SAM (Successive Approximation Model) - this model revolves around the concept that e-learning 
projects can be completed in little, iterative chunks. Completing the e-learning project in small steps 
allows you to retool things when necessary. You have a greater chance to adjust your plan as you go 
along and fine-tune certain aspects. The key difference between ADDIE and SAM is that the former 
involves a more systematic or linear strategy, while SAM is more cyclical, which makes it ideal for 
e-learning projects with a smaller scope.

3. Rapid Instructional Design – this model is intended for fast-paced e-learning environments. That 
makes it a great fit for e-learning projects with quick turnaround times. It follows 4 steps – prepare, 
present, practice and perform.

These are the three most famous models, however, e-learning developers can choose from many more, de-
pending on their needs and the timeline of the project. For the purpose of this handbook, we will focus on 
four basic steps which are a part of every model – need analysis, design, development and implementation. 

                                                                    

E-learning development process7

7   https://www.commlabindia.com/resources/article/elearning-development-process-overview.php 
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Needs analysis

It seems that the easiest way to start making an e-learning course is to jump straight into making one. However, 
a bit of planning and preparation will help you not to fail along the way which is why most e-learning projects 
start with the need analysis. This step helps in determining the target audience for your course, methodology 
you are going to use, multimedia which will be presented and the learning outcomes for the participants. 

Typically, we start by asking simple questions – why, who, what, how and when. 

Why?

Why are you making an e-learning course? Which problem are you solving? Is e-learning the best way 
to educate about a certain topic? Some topics or content are not suitable to be delivered in e-learning 
format, but are rather more adequate for traditional face-to-face delivery. It’s important you know why 
a course is being delivered in order to use the best methods appropriate for the target audience.

Who?

Who are  the participants? Are they familiar with the topic or are they starters in the field? Are they 
tech-savvy? Which device will they use to access the course? Will they access the course during their 
work hours or in their free time? These are all questions you need to answer. First rule of a good pre-
sentation is “know your audience” and the same implies in e-learning.  By adjusting the design and 
the methods of the course to your audience, it is more likely that the audience will enjoy the course, 
remember the content and evaluate it more highly.

What?

What is the content you are presenting? How much content do you have? Is it only theoretical or do 
you plan to have exercises, assignments and tests? What content can be presented as a video or audio? 
Do you need to record any of the materials? Planning the content is extremely important because the 
Design phase is depending on it and we strongly recommend you to stick to the e-learning principles 
for content planning. 

How?

How are you going to deliver the content – offline, online, via LMS (Learning Management System) 
or some other platform? Many LMSs and authoring tools8  have certain limits and usually they are not 

8   Specialized tools and software for the production of e-learning
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cheap. As we live in the age of mobile phones, it is good to remember that phones are the most desir-
able way to deliver the content for the participants. However, not all content is responsive and easily 
transferable among the devices. 

When?

When are you going to deliver the course? Will it be asynchronous or synchronous? If it’s synchronous, 
are you sure that all the participants will be available to attend? If it’s asynchronous, how long will it 
last? 

Promotion of the course

If your course is open for public, think about how you are going to promote the course. You can use social 
networks, websites, newsletters or anything else you usually use to communicate with youth or youth workers, 
depending on your target audience. 

Always have in mind what messages you are going to highlight when making the promotion of your online 
course. This is something that needs to attract both to rational and emotional side of people. The best messag-
es are the ones that are connected with the needs of people. There are several needs which are same to all the 
people around the world. Famous Maslow’s pyramid divides the needs into the eight main categories: 

1. Physiological needs include food, water, oxygen, warmth, rest – thus, underlying needs we cannot live 
without;

2. Safety needs include feelings of being physically and financially safe; it also includes good health; 

    
     Good questions for need analysis

•	 What is the language requirement?
•	 Will the course be deployed worldwide?
•	 Is the goal to provide information or to improve skills?
•	 What is the learners’ motivation for taking this training?
•	 Cultural background and attitudes?
•	 Who will provide content?
•	 How should the content be sequenced?
•	 Do you need to group participants together for particular activities or assessments?
•	 What is the audience expected to do after completing the training?
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3. Social needs are focusing on creating strong social connections with both friends and family; 
4. Esteem needs include both the self-esteem, confidence, sense of achievement, as well as the desire for 

reputation or respect from others; 
5. Cognitive needs include knowledge and understanding, exploration, curiosity, need for meaning and 

predictability;
6. Aesthetic needs are focusing on being appreciated and on search for beauty, balance, form, etc.
7. Self-actualisation needs are focusing on realizing personal potential, the self-fulfilment; it means that 

humans are seeking personal growth and peak experiences, they want to achieve the full realization of 
one’s potential and of one’s true self.

8. Transcendence needs represent the motivation of a person by values which transcend beyond the 
personal self, examples of which are mystical experiences, service to others, pursuit of science, etc. 9

Please do remember that needs and desires of your target group may not stay the same, especially in times of 
political and economic change. Therefore, it is important to have your PR and marketing strategies relevant 
and updated.

In today’s environment, the need could also be connected with education or other area important for people’s 
lives. Also, there is a possibility to influence desires (wishes) of your target group – in that sense, you need to 
know what the wishes of your target group are. 

From previous experience, it was shown that social networks are an important promotion tool for organisa-
tions to spread the word about e-learning, as well as reaching out to specific target groups. You can use both 
sponsored posts (ads) or create a post and motivate users to share it. 

If you will decide to use ads, this kind of promotion is very cheap and can attract new people to your course 
and it can be successfully used for mobilization of community. Besides facebook, you can make promotion on 
Twitter (promoted tweets) and make an advertisement on Google, Instagram or YouTube.

Some of the advantages of online marketing on social sites are:

•	 Affordability - The promotion is very cheap (compared with traditional promotion in media), vary-
ing from 4 Euros to unlimited amount of money. With only 4 Euros, you can make a significant reach 
and engage more people to talk about your organisation or action.

•	 Simplicity - creating an ad on social networking sites is easy, as it does not require big knowledge in 
the field of IT or marketing - there are some simple steps which need to be followed and are clearly 
explained throughout the process. The ad can be created in few minutes.

•	 Track ability - One more advantage is that you can track your ad at every time - which means that you 

9   https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html
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can gain insights on how many people have seen the ad, what the impressions are and how high is the 
reach. All of this helps in adjusting the advertisement.

•	 Better control - Compared with the traditional media, you have direct insights in costs and can con-
trol them more easily (the billing is made directly to your debit card or PayPal account). Also, you 
can change the cost of the ad at any time. For example, if you wish to decrease the amount of money 
for ad from 30€ to 15€, you can do it easily. Furthermore, if you see that the ad doesn’t perform as 
you wish (doesn’t attract people), you can instantly change it to a more suitable version. Also, if you 
are not satisfied, you can stop the promotion at any time and you’ll be billed only for the actual costs. 
This all allows you to have better control and to make better impact.

•	 Precise targeting - When creating an ad, you can choose target groups to whom the ads will show. 
For example, facebook and Instagram allow you to make targeting of people by country, age group, 
gender, interests of people (either precise or broad), relationship status, preferences of sex (men or 
women), education, etc. This all allows you to reach out to the preferred group of people. Whereas on 
the traditional media, you can’t have this precise and fine targeting - the ad will be played or shown 
to the person who uses the media in that moment (e.g. the person who is in front of the TV can be 
from 10 to 50 years old and generally the traditional media has broad categories for targeting. When 
you decide to use traditional media, they can say that their main target population is from 18 to 45, 
which is a big range by age).

•	 Easy and concise evaluation - In the end, the advertising online is useful because you can make de-
tailed evaluation of the advertisement life. There are several data available like impressions, clicks, 
actions per ad (e.g. like of page, like of picture, retweet), charts, reach, frequency (average number of 
times each person saw the ad). All this gives you valuable information and it can be used for conduct-
ing future promotions.

    Before starting the promotion of your online course, think about the following questions:  

- What need(s) are we addressing? 
- Who is our target group? 
- What channels are they using? 
- What message would be the most appropriate one? What style should we use? 
- Do we need to make any additional effort to use other channels – newsletters, regular media, net-
works of organisations, etc.?
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Design

The Design phase starts with putting together the ideas and the concepts of how your course should look like. 
This is just the beginning, so keep it simple and clear enough to get a vision of how the end “product” will be. 
Here are some guidelines to get you started:10

•	 Focus on user experience, not content (that comes later).
•	 Iterate over a short period of time e.g. a couple of days, not weeks. This will help to keep you focused.
•	 Create wireframes and sketches. You don’t need to be an artist; simple lines and written explanations 

are quite adequate. Use Adobe Illustrator or one of many online tools for making wireframes, plans 
of lessons sequence or simple graphic elements. 

•	 Develop some diagrams showing the course lessons, test and branching. They can be useful for visu-
alizing the lay-out and the overall experience of using the course.

•	 Review these initial ideas with stakeholders and the end users.

The next step is to focus on the content. If you are working in a team, divide the tasks between yourselves. Pre-
pare the material, textual or media and decide which element will be placed in which lesson. If you are devel-
oping a course using an authoring tool, try using storyboard technique. A storyboard is a graphic organizer in 
the form of illustrations or images displayed in a sequence for the purpose of pre-visualizing a motion picture, 
animation, motion graphic or interactive media sequence. 11Since many e-learning courses are organized in, 
so called, slides, storyboard helps you organize every slide. Choose from many storyboard templates online 
and follow the steps.  

The Design phase encourages creativity and the “out-of-the-box” thinking. Needs analysis properly done 
will provide enough information to align the design and the methodology with the learning outcomes of 
the course, so it is encouraged to make it playful and colourful if you are addressing younger audience in a 
non-formal setting; or classical and linear if your target group is more formal. 

It is important to decide on how to monitor the progress of participants. Monitoring process can be liberal, 
in which case the course is open and completely self-directed. Users may be asked for a feedback in the end 
of the course, or participation in the forum discussion, but ultimately the course is autonomous and there is 
little monitoring. Second scenario is a stricter approach, in which case the users are required to pass the tests 
to reach the next lesson or participate in all interactive lessons. This enables high level of monitoring but it also 
requires the trainer to be present and active during the course. 

10   https://www.elucidat.com/blog/design-concept-for-elearning/
11   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storyboard
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Taking all of this into consideration, a final draft of an e-learning course will be made. It will provide a deeper 
insight into the timeline, duration, design and methodology of the course. Bear in mind, a single e-lesson 
should not take more than 30 minutes of learning time. Time to move on to development. 

Development

Content can be presented as: 12

•	 Storytelling - Storytelling provides information through a story narrative which places content in a 
realistic context and illustrates actions and decisions of one or more characters. It can use illustra-
tions, pictures or video sequences. Create a realistic and credible context, but be careful about gender 
and cultural issues when creating characters.

•	 Toolkit - The form which allows learners to select from among a set of independent topics, rather 
than follow a sequential approach. Learners are invited to choose the topics that interest them the 
most. This format requires open navigation through the course and its material. 

•	 Scenario-based approach - This approach allows learners to learn strategic principles by applying 
them to a concrete situation and observing the consequences of their decisions. It should focus more 
on strategical principles, than on the facts or conceptual knowledge.

•	 Demonstration-practise method - The demonstration-practise method is used to teach a procedure. 
You first demonstrate the procedure, and then you ask the learner to practise the procedure by inter-
acting with the system.

Once you know how your course will look like, you can start making it. Some of the activities included in 
this phase are: writing text, finding pictures, making videos, cooperating with a designer in making the 
graphic elements or finding resources online. Try these tools: 

•	 For writing and editing text – Google Docs, Microsoft Word, Hemingway editor, Grammarly, my-
fonts.com

•	 For finding or making pictures – pexels.com, canva.com, GIMP, unsplash.com
•	 For diagrams and infographics – canva.com, draw.io, sketchboard.io
•	 For making and editing videos – YouTube, Powtoon, Animaker

    

12   Ghirardini Beatrice: “E-learning methodologies: A guide for designing and developing e-learning cours-
es”; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 2011, Rome, Italy: http://www.fao.
org/3/i2516e/i2516e.pdf
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   Tips for content development 13

•	 Before developing the content for the assigned lessons, review the proposed learning objectives.
•	 Make sure that the content and the knowledge assessment tests and exercises “match” the lesson 

objectives at every step in the workflow process.
•	 Provide all the knowledge needed to meet the learning objectives, including information that 

may seem obvious to you but may be unknown to learners.
•	 Use examples that are likely to be familiar to most, if not all, learners. People taking the course 

may have different backgrounds, so use a variety of examples. This will help learners understand 
and remember concepts.

•	 Classify topics for each lesson as follows:
•	 Must know: a core part of the content; the learner needs to understand these concepts.
•	 Nice to know: the learner could get by without this information, but it could help develop a bet-

ter understanding of the subject, or add interest for the learner.

Once you’ve collected all the materials, you can start putting them together. If you made a storyboard in the 
previous phase, it will be helpful because it will speed up the process. The page layout, graphic user interface 
and multimedia elements are all finalized at this stage and incorporated into the course. Make sure that you 
have put every element and every activity within the course in its right place. This step may require assistance 
or an input from a software developer, depending on what tool or LMS you are using. Try these tools for mak-
ing high-quality e-learning (note that some of these have a steep learning curve): 

•	 Articulate Storyline
•	 Camtasia
•	 Elucidat
•	 Adobe Captivate

    

13   Ghirardini Beatrice: “E-learning methodologies: A guide for designing and developing e-learning cours-
es”; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 2011, Rome, Italy: http://www.fao.
org/3/i2516e/i2516e.pdf
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    Tips for integrating media elements

•	 Use graphic conventions consistently; for example, italic style must always be used for the same 
purpose.

•	 Use list points or blank spaces to separate items in a list or focus the attention on them.
•	 Try to avoid graphics that have no real function in complementing the information in your text. 

Purely decreative graphics do not help learners understand the text and should be minimized.
•	 Ensure that diagrams, graphics and screenshots correspond to their descriptions.
•	 Allow learners to focus on only one object at a time.
•	 Limit the use of animation effects on text because they do not have any instructional function 

and can irritate learners.
•	 Keep the audio short
•	 Use audio to complement the visual elements of the screen.
•	 Video sequences should always be accompanied by comments in either written text or audio 

narration.
•	 Avoid using video only to show a trainer speaking.

Development of tests and “practical” activities include choosing the type of questions you want to use in the 
test – text entry questions, multiple choice questions, pick one questions or drag and drop/matching ques-
tions. Most authoring tools offer question templates which might cover the design part, but ultimately, tests 
and practical activities should be integrated into the content. Although there is no grading in non-formal 
education, which is mostly used in youth work, tests can be used as summary or as an interactive method.

     Tips for developing questions

•	 Practice questions should be created for all critical topics or tasks.
•	 The text of the question must be as clear and unambiguous as possible.
•	 Incorrect options should be plausible. An obviously wrong option does not play any useful role 

and decreases the learner’s interest.
•	 Incorrect options should aim not to distract learners, but to anticipate common errors so that 

useful information can be provided in the feedback.
•	 Provide textual responses for each option of about the same length. If one of the responses is 

much longer than the others, the learner will think that is the correct one.
•	 Provide explanatory feedback: after the learner responds to a question, provide feedback saying 

whether the answer is correct or incorrect with a succinct explanation.
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Implementation

The implementation stage is the actual course delivery. The courseware is installed on a server and made 
accessible for learners. In facilitated and instructor-led courses, which integrate content with e-tutoring and 
collaborative learning components, this stage also includes managing and facilitating learners’ activities.

Uploading a course means “putting it online”, whether it is a server, a website, an LMS or hosting service. Most 
authoring tools allow the content to be directly uploaded on an LMS or downloaded as a zip file, enabling the 
upload on a server. If you are uploading a course to an LMS, keep in mind the compatibility standards. Com-
patibility standards address the relationship between the courseware and the Learning Management System 
(LMS). There are several standards in the industry that allow courses to communicate with a Learning Man-
agement System:14

•	 SCORM Compliance (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) - SCORM provides interoperabil-
ity and portability to an eLearning course. Interoperability means a course will be able to communi-
cate with any other SCORM related course or Learning Management System. Portability is the other 
side of interoperability in that it can be ported to various Learning Management Systems, which are, 
again, SCORM compliant. SCORM tracks not just the courses, but also keeps a record of the partic-
ipants’ course progress, completion status, assessment scores, percentages, points gained, how many 
times a course has been accessed, and even the time spent by the learner on each screen.

•	 AICC Compliance (Aviation Industry Computer-Based Training Committee) - technical standard 
that helps define how eLearning courses and Learning Management Systems interact with each other 
to support tracking of courses. It is very similar to SCORM. However, there are minor technical dif-
ferences. This standard allows a course to communicate information in the HTTP format. Although 
this standard was used earlier, it failed to keep up with emerging technologies.

•	 Tin Can API - Tin Can API is the successor to SCORM. Tin Can API tracks and records learning 
experiences that occur anywhere, through any device. SCORM can track learning that happens only 
on laptops or desktops. SCORM cannot track mobile learning. Most Learning Management Systems 
are SCORM compliant. So, any mobile learning will be very difficult to track. Tin Can API can track 
most learning activities such as mobile learning, gamified learning, offline learning, collaborative 
learning, experiential learning, and simulations

Before making the course completely accessible to the participants, it should be tested. Testing of software 
solutions, e-learning included, has become a sort of an expertise on its own. Testing of the course requires 
checking if every element, object and link is where it should be. Check if videos work properly (even with a 
slower Internet), if audio is aligned with the text, if all the questions are graded correctly etc. Basically, put 
yourself into the shoes of your average user. Think of a way an average user will take the course and demon-

14   https://elearningindustry.com/compatibility-standards-in-elearning-4-types
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strate it. Click everywhere a user might click and test every single “slide” of your course. This makes sure that 
there are no “bugs” and that the user will be able to receive an intended content, while the trainer removes the 
possibility of unnecessary improvisation, which is, unlike the usual face-to-face training, much harder to carry 
out once the course has started. 

The online facilitated and instructor-led courses are usually organized into sessions, which can be daily or 
weekly, depending on the duration of the course and on the learners’ available time. The following are typical 
components of an online course:

1. Kick-off event
2. Pre-course learning activity
3. Cycle of learning events
4. Final assessment
5. Feedback and conclusion

Implementing all 5 stages also requires a high level of participation of both trainers and participants. 

Last step in the implementation phase is getting the feedback. Although the course has been tested throughout 
every step of the development, here is where we get the feedback from our participants, our target audience. 
At the end of the course, make an evaluation form and ask participants to fill it out or ask them to write their 
review of the course in the forum discussion. This feedback might be the most valuable one, as it will point 
out the disadvantages of the course from the users’ perspective, what needs to be changed and how the next 
course can be improved. 
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LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (LMS)

Imagine you have hundreds and even thousands of students, employees, or customers located throughout the 
world — and you are looking to either educate them, train them, or service them. Trying to communicate with 
all of them can be daunting, let alone managing their knowledge and understanding. This is where today’s 
technologies give you the power and reach to manage all your stakeholders. 

The role of a Learning Management System varies depending on the organisation’s objectives, online train-
ing strategy, and desired outcomes. However, the most common use for LMS software is to deploy and track 
online training initiatives. Typically, assets are uploaded to the Learning Management System, which makes 
them easily accessible for remote learners. In some cases, the LMS may even have built-in e-learning authoring 
tools that allow you to develop online training materials without additional third-party software.

LMS can be an open source which generally means is free and based online, while users can modify the source 
code to fit their needs. It can also have a paid licence which means that there is a monthly or yearly fee, but 
those LMSs usually have more advanced options and customizable features. 

Learning Management System Benefits 15

1. Organizes and Safely Stores Big Data
 
 Learning Management Systems allow you to gather all Big Data in one location. This also makes it 

easier to maintain and update your learning materials. In addition, most LMSs feature advanced en-
cryption so that you don’t have to worry about the data falling into the wrong hands.

2. Monitors Learner Progress and Performance
 
 Virtually all LMS platforms feature built-in reporting and analytics. Thus, you’re able to track various 

aspects of your online training program. If the LMS lacks sufficient reporting capabilities, you can 
typically purchase add-ons or plug-ins to boost its functionality. You can track everything from learn-
er engagement to assessment results. This means that you can identify patterns and trends, especially 
since many LMSs provide data visualizations, such as graphs and charts.

3. Improves Resource Allocation

 There are a number of ways that LMS platforms can help you allocate online training resources more 
effectively. First and foremost, you can identify aspects of your online training program that aren’t 

15   https://elearningindustry.com/what-is-an-lms-learning-management-system-basic-functions-features
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meeting expectations. Low learner engagement is usually an indicator that you need to re-evaluate 
an online training module or activity. Secondly, LMSs help your eLearning team update the online 
training assets more rapidly. Then there’s the matter of deploying online training resources on a global 
scale. Thus, you have the power to keep the corporate learners up to date by using a single tool.

4. Personalizes the Online Training Experience

 You can assign different learning paths or online training resources for the individual corporate learn-
ers with the help of an LMS. Therefore, everyone gets the individualized online training they need 
which is based on their learning goals, job duties, and various other criteria. 

5. Improves E-learning Accessibility

 Modern learners expect online training resources on demand. After all, we live in the digital age, 
where information is always at our fingertips, thanks to smartphones and wearable tech. Learning 
Management Systems allow you to deploy and track the online training courses without geographical 
limitations. So, as long as they can login to the system, learners have the opportunity to expand their 
knowledge and skills.

6. Reports and Analytics

 You must be able to monitor your online training initiatives to determine if they are on target or 
require minor adjustments. The same rule also applies to individual learner performance. Learning 
Management Systems feature analytics that allow you to monitor online training on individual and 
group level. For example, determine whether a certain percentage of your audience has completed the 
online training course requirements or not, or how long they take to complete each online training ac-
tivity on average. Most will even deliver the analytics right to your inbox via automated email reports.

7. E-learning Assessment Tools

 You need to assess your corporate learners periodically to identify the gaps and intervene when nec-
essary. Therefore, the LMS must be able to support a broad range of eLearning assessment methods. 
Many even offer built-in e-learning assessment tools, such as e-learning templates. Lastly, there must 
be LMS reports dedicated to the e-learning assessment tracking.

8. Gamification Features
 
 Some learners require extra incentive to actively engage in your online training course. Game me-
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chanics give them the motivation they need in the form of badges, points, and leader boards. The 
key is finding an LMS that has built-in gamification features so that you can easily incorporate these 
rewards.

9.  Social Learning Support

 Social learning gives corporate learners the chance to interact with peers and share their experiences. 
Many Learning Management Systems now feature integrated social media tools. For example, the abil-
ity to track an online discussion participation, or incorporate a news feed into your e-learning course 
design.

These are just the basic LMS components and considerations. Keep in mind that there is no one-size-fits-all 
LMS. Every organisation has unique training needs and budgetary constraints. Thus, you need to do your 
homework to find the LMS that meets your requirements and benefits both your corporate learners and bot-
tom line.
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E-LEARNING IN YOUTH WORK

Youth work sector is slowly becoming aware of all e-learning benefits and is transitioning to the new types 
of learning. Many organisations and institutions are offering some e-learning courses, or MOOC 16 courses, 
but classic residential trainings are still most popular within this sector. However, SALTO and Council of Eu-
rope already delivered online courses, many organisations from all over Europe are implementing e-learning 
courses as a part of blended learning and associations such as Croatian Youth Network and Verke Finland are 
supporting e-learning and digital youth work. 

Due to budget restrictions in youth work and non-profitable reality of most organisations, youth workers and 
project managers are usually opting out for free solutions for developing and delivering e-learning: 

Moodle – an open source LMS which offers a variety of activities which can be integrated into a course. Moo-
dle was developed in early 2000s and has an out-dated design, but it offers a number of free themes and plugin 
for different purposes. It is still the most popular LMS, mostly because it’s free, customizable and easy to use. 
Moodle has all the features as other LMSs, but on a more basic level. IT expertize is required if you want to 
adjust it to your needs. 

Eliademy – free LMS with a number of useful features. A course can be created within the system, meaning 
that there is no need for a third-party authoring tool. It’s localized to 30 languages and it has a grading tool, 
interactive discussion and integration with LinkedIn. 

Wordpress – although is a content management system usually used for making websites, it can be used as an 
LMS. There are few Wordpress plugins which look and behave as LMS and some of them even give an option 
of making the course within the plugin. Plugins are not free, but can be easily added to your website if you are 
already using Wordpress. 

Other popular learning tools which can be used in e-learning include: 

•	 Kahoot – game-based learning platform. Allows users to make a game or an activity for any topic.
•	 Socrative – live quiz tool
•	 Real time board – online whiteboard for visual collaboration
•	 Aurasma – use pictures and objects to make augmented reality
•	 Mentimeter – a tool which allows to make brainstorming sessions, word clouds and other visual rep-

resentations and can be easily incorporated into LMS.

16    Massive Open Online Courses
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ONLINE LEARNING FOR YOUTH WITH FEWER OPPORTUNITIES

E-learning reaches a wider target audience by engaging learners who have difficulty attending the convention-
al classroom training because they are:

•	 geographically dispersed with limited time and/or resources to travel;
•	 busy with work or family commitments which do not allow them to attend courses on specific dates 

with a fixed schedule;
•	 located in conflict and post-conflict areas and restricted in their mobility because of security reasons;
•	 limited from participating in classroom sessions because of cultural or religious beliefs;
•	 facing difficulties with real-time communication (e.g. foreign language learners or very shy learners). 17

E-learning can make a significant impact for young people with fewer opportunities. As it was mentioned 
above, the benefits are numerous. Below, you can find more information on e-learning and its connection to 
youth with fewer opportunities – generally speaking, it can enhance their learning and it ensures full partici-
pation.

Young people with economical obstacles: As travelling and other related costs for training course which is im-
plemented face-to-face can be quite big, the e-learning helps in reducing the costs of the training and can be 
offered for free for young people. In that way, we are ensuring that they have the equal access to the educational 
content. On the other hand, they can access e-learning from any computer available (e.g. library, school, youth 
centre, community centre), which also helps in ensuring participation.

Young people with geographical obstacles: E-learning can have a significant impact on people who are geo-
graphically dislocated and cannot easily attend to face-to-face training courses. This is quite useful for people 
living on islands or other areas where transport is not regular or it is complicated to participate in the training. 
Thus, e-learning helps in resolving these obstacles, as it is easily accessible.

Young people with disabilities: People who have different disabilities can easily access the e-learning courses 
and they can adapt their learning for their needs. If persons have problems with visual impairment, they can 
adjust content easily, in order to make letters bigger, or they can adapt some perquisites within the LMS used. 
By using e-learning, we are also contributing to better inclusion of persons with disabilities. 

Young people with educational obstacles: The E-learning courses can also be beneficial for young people with 
educational obstacles – especially if you are implementing asynchronous learning. This means that people 

17   Ghirardini Beatrice: “E-learning methodologies: A guide for designing and developing e-learning cours-
es”; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 2011, Rome, Italy: http://www.fao.org/3/
i2516e/i2516e.pdf 
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who need more explaining can go several times through the content and explore as much as they wish. Also, 
if a person does not understand something, within an e-learning course, there are several possibilities to add 
additional resources and links with more information. In the end, the facilitator or trainer also can assist if 
something is unclear and more explanation is needed. 

Youth people with health problems: As e-learning courses are available to access through different devices, 
including mobile phones, tablets and computers - it can also help the young people with health problems to 
access the courses from every location (including hospitals). On the other hand, sometimes young people can-
not participate in the face-to-face training courses due to a risk of new inflammations, which influences their 
learning and gaining new competencies. By using the e-learning, young people can access the course from 
everywhere, at any time, without any risks to their health.

Refugees and asylum seekers: Using the e-learning courses for refugees and asylum seekers can also be an 
important asset for their learning and gaining new competencies. By attending different e-learning courses, 
refugees and asylum seekers can learn new things and enhance their position in the job market.
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FINAL WORD

As you can see, developing and creating an e-learning course is not an easy task to accomplish. However, we 
hope that with this handbook we managed to give you practical advices, guidance and some steps that you can 
follow in the future. 

E-learning in youth work is becoming more and more popular and will become the essential part of our future 
work, so it is important for all youth workers to start with the process of learning quite early – it will certainly 
bring significant benefits in the end. 

Youth work field has always been the one which is innovative, creative and full of potential – now the only 
question is how we are going to transfer this creativeness and non-formal methodology to e-learning world – 
this is the potential challenge in front of us. Some organisations and institutions started to tackle this challenge 
already, within the Moodle platform (e.g. Croatian Youth Network developed an online sticky pad Stormly 
for Moodle; NAPOR from Serbia developed “Where do you stand” tool for Moodle). However, this is only the 
beginning and a lot of more should be done. It’s up to us to influence and transform the e-learning to suit the 
non-formal methodology of learning. 

We hope that this handbook will make a small contribution to digitalisation of youth work field and that will 
motivate you to create your first e-learning course. 

Everett Rogers in his book Diffusion of Innovations said that when we implement a new idea – we can take 
different roles: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. Youth workers have al-
ways been in the first two categories: innovators and early adopters (which make only 16 % of all population). 
Thus, we believe that with new technologies the situation will be the same, especially with the training courses.
 
So, let’s all be innovators and early adopters! We wish you good luck with implementation of your e-learning 
courses!
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